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Kim Vu 
Solutions and Services Subcommittee 
Department of Rehabilitation 
721 Capitol Mall, Room 242 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
 
Dear Kim, 
 
We are excited to support your evaluation of the Taborda Solutions & Blackboard training solutions in 
support of the California Health and Human Services Agency.  Our partnership gives California 
departments a unique blend of experience supporting state departments as well as the best in 
eLearning solutions.  Taborda has worked with almost every state department since their inception in 
2006 and Blackboard is the largest eLearning company in the world with over 19,000 clients in 90+ 
countries. Our goal for this document is to give you an overview of the solutions provided on the 
California Department of Technology’s VHSS Contract.  If you have any additional questions from the 
departments you support, please let us know.  Should you require, we are more than willing to 
provide an onsite demonstration for your subcommittee in Sacramento.   
 
We look forward to next steps. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Tom Herrmann 
Account Executive, State & Local 
Blackboard Business & Government 
Thomas.Herrmann@Blackboard.com 
Ph: 443.789.1780 
 
 
 
 

mailto:Thomas.Herrmann@Blackboard.com
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What’s typically included in the Taborda/Blackboard Solution? 
 

Solution Summary:  
 

Taborda/Blackboard for California Government 

Create a central repository for all employee training information, including compliance tracking for 
mandated training; professional development opportunities for employees; and departmental training 
workflows. Taborda and Blackboard’s LMS service offering  provides State and local governments a 

solution that provides more than a standard learning management system. This offering will provide 
the government and the public with the benefits of a connected learning and training experience, 

data-driven insights, and flexible solutions resulting in an improved employee training experience, 
long-term cost savings, increased convenience, and a reduction in overall training costs.  

 

Registration and Management (Genius) 

Blackboard Registration & Management offers fully integrated learner registration to support 
departmental training workflows, self-regulated tracking, e-commerce, and enterprise reporting 
systems and tools. The comprehensive learner registration and management capabilities allow you to 

manage the full lifecycle of learning information from directly within the learning environment and 
without third party integrations. When combined with Blackboard’s flexible learning solutions, the 

integrated module gives learners more control as they navigate their training environment. 
Administrators and trainers can easily see learners’ progress towards certifications and view a 

learners’ full course history, including courses taken outside of the organization. The training 
environment can also be used as a revenue source through integrated e-commerce capabilities. 

 

Key features include:  

✓ API Integration to CalHR/CDT entHR System 

✓ Custom Manager Dashboards 
✓ Searchable Course Catalogues 

✓ Easy Report Building Interface 
✓ Flexible APIs for integration into existing technology ecosystem 
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Learning Professional SAAS Advantage (Learn) 

Easily build a training program that can be delivered and consumed by any learner at his or her 

convenience. Create a simple, learner-centric training environment that lowers travel costs, improves 
staff certifications, increases engagement, and can effectively measure training programs and their 

impact on mission objectives.  
 

Key features include:  

✓ Course delivery 
✓ Community engagement 

✓ Content management  
✓ Complete set of Authoring Tools 

✓ Role-Based Permissions 
✓ Assessments 

✓ Social learning and collaboration tools 
✓ Interactive Tools (i.e. Discussions, Wikis, Journals, Blogs) 

✓ Mobile-first experience  
✓ SaaS deployment  
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Collaborate Web Conferencing (Virtual Training Room) 

Conduct virtual training and learning, webinars as well as meetings via Blackboard’s versatile web 

conferencing platform. Blackboard Collaborate, the only collaboration solution designed for learning, 
that can support a wide spectrum of collaboration, enabling organizations, employees, and training 

professionals to communicate, interact, and truly engage with each other.  
 
Key Features include: 

✓ Browser-based functionality – no more Java or frustrating downloads  
✓ Desktop and application sharing 
✓ Document upload (PPT, PDF, image files, etc.) 
✓ Collaborative whiteboard with ability to annotate 
✓ Group interaction and status (hand raise, away) 
✓ Room and moderator chat 
✓ Polling 
✓ Breakout groups 
✓ Integrated telephony for phone dial-in 
✓ Closed Captioning & WCAG 2.0 AA Support 
✓ Attendance reports 
✓ MP4 recordings 
✓ Internationalized scheduling interface 
✓ Mobile experience with the Blackboard app 
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Blackboard Ally for Learn (ALLY) 

The Blackboard Solution also includes Blackboard Ally, a revolutionary product that focuses on making 

digital course content more accessible for all users with cognitive disabilities. Ally audits content 
against the WCAG standard as required by 508 and the ADA.  Using inclusivity, sustainability and 

automation as its key pillars. Blackboard Ally helps you understand and tackle accessibility in a way 
that benefits all students.  

  
Ally does this in a few ways: 
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TAB Training Workflow (TRAIN) 

Taborda’s TRAIN solution is a workflow automation system that helps organizations manage, approve 

and track external training from the employee’s initial request to payment, including the generation of 
state approved training request forms. Automated routing, one click approval, and auto-generated 

reminders have simplified the process for managers and employees alike, plus the built-in audit trail 
and dashboard gives management the visibility to track requests at each stage in the process. TRAIN 

can be used as a stand-alone solution or integrated with the more comprehensive Blackboard 
offerings. 

 

 
 
Key Features include: 

✓ Seamlessly request and track external training within a single employee file. 

✓ Uses state approved processes and forms to request external training 
✓ End-result is a state approved training request form.  
✓ Configurable routing to multiple entities for additional input and approval.  Route to 

supervisors, training officers, budgets, accounting, etc. 
✓ Include any file type as an attachment such as course descriptions or certificates. 
✓ Automatically feeds Blackboard course enrollment and completion information for inclusion in 

an employee's Blackboard training record providing a single record for all of an employee's 
training activities. 

 

Package / Suite Details Summary: 
 

Engagement Summary  

Unlike our competition, Blackboard has an in-house Enterprise Consulting and Services group 

prepared to assist our California VHSS clients with their implementation. The Learning Professional 
SaaS Advantage product includes the following components and will be coordinated by a Blackboard 

Project Manager:  

• ProLaunch Implementation Strategy - Our consultants will meet with your team to gain 
a deep understanding of department goals and business workflows, so we can provide 

you with a comprehensive implementation plan for the successful launch of your 
training programs in the Blackboard environment. This process of planning and 

implementation is critical to ensuring that distance learning programs on the 
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Blackboard platform are effectively designed, well maintained, and that they meet the 
requirements of all key stakeholders.  

• Implementation Services to assist with the implementation of Blackboard system at 

initial launch and train administrators and staff on the use of the Blackboard solution.  

Program and Project Management  

The Program Manager (PM) is a single point of contact during implementation, providing oversight on 
all project / program workstreams, who facilitates communication within Taborda/Blackboard and 

with Customer related to this engagement.  The PM coordinates all Blackboard implementation 
activities for this engagement.  The goal of the Project Manager is to assure project objectives and 

milestones are met in a timely and cost-effective manner.   

ProLaunch Implementation Strategy 

The objective of the Implementation Strategy service is to develop an initial plan that positions the 
client to transition and implement the Blackboard Learning environment and ultimately achieve the 
long-term strategic goals of the organization.  These services are critical to ensuring the Customer is 
able to realize the full value of the solution.   

Specific objectives may include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• Identify stakeholders and their needs as it relates to Bb implementation 

• Defining system integration requirements 

• Identifying and mitigating implementation risks  

• Determining course migration requirements, including conversion needs and priorities  

• Creating a strategic implementation road for phase one and discuss direction for next 

phases 

• To review existing policies and craft administrative guidelines for the shared Blackboard 

Learning Suite environment. 

• Development of a detailed project plan that incorporates the specific tasks and 
dependencies comprising the work streams and phases of the Blackboard implementation 

• Discuss governance principles and operational aspects of managing Bb. 

• Share industry effective practices on Bb configuration. 

• Establish a comprehensive understanding of system implications, security, integration, 

features, and functions to lead to continuous incremental improvements in the solution 

Artifacts 

Final Implementation Plan (Project Work Plan) 

Client Requirements/Assumptions 

Full participation of the key project stakeholders  
Onsite delivery 
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Implementation Services  

Blackboard Implementation, Training, and Virtual System Administration  

The objective of these services is to provide the requisite planning, configuration, training, virtual 

system administration, and project management to implement, adopt, or transition to Blackboard 
technologies.  This solution provides a robust approach to launching some or all aspects of Blackboard 
technology as well as supporting adoption.  These services help achieve adoption through the Phases 

outlined below: 

 

Phase Description Phase Activities Key Client 

Participants 
Registration & 

Management 
(Genius) 
Implementation 

The objective of the Registration & 

Management Implementation is to 
provide the requisite planning, 
configuration, tra ining, and project 

management to implement this 
module. Service includes: 

 

Twenty hours of implementation support / 

custom development; Branding of the 
environment; Import of historical data; and 
Two half-day sessions of Administrative and 

Staff Tra ining; Includes Custom Development/ 
Integration required 

✓ Project Team 

✓ LMS System 
Administrator(s) 

 

System 

Administration 
Set-Up 

During the System Administration Set-
Up phase, the Blackboard consultant 
the cl ient through a series of remote 

working sessions, works with the 
ins titution’s LMS administrator team 
to configure your Blackboard 
solutions.  Administrative set-up 
includes activi ties such as adding or 

customizing roles, setting up 
noti fications and logging, setting a 
system and course themes and much 
more 

Ten hours of remote, synchronous workshops 
during which a  Bb Consultants walks through 
set-up options for Cl ient 

✓ LMS System 
Administrator 

✓ Content Design Staff 

Training End user tra ining is cri tical to the 

adoption of Blackboard technologies.  
This  phase provides a  number of 
opportunities and methods to tra in 
faculty and s taff.  Using a  train-the-

tra iner approach, Blackboard 
Consulting will work with the 
ins titution’s admin, tra ining staff, and 

power users to transfer knowledge on 
the rich features and functionality of 

Blackboard technology.   

Tra ining suite made up of online, remote, 

ons ite tra ining, and training materials to get 
end users up and running quickly and easily 
on cri tical features of Blackboard Technology.   
 

✓ LMS System 

Administrator 
✓ Content Design Staff 
✓ Tra ining Staff 
✓ Early Adopters 

 

Virtual System 

Administration 

Virtual administration will support 

Customer by performing the initial 
configurations of the Blackboard 
Solution and acting in an 

administration capacity during the 
deployment of the Learn solution. 

Providing basic GUI System Administrator 

functions including, but not limited to; 
Creating users, enrolling users, copying 
courses, running system reports, help triage 

support issues, answering questions, 
troubleshooting functionality, entering and 

tracking trouble tickets as needed, verifying 
product i ssues and reporting them as needed, 
and providing targeted and on-demand 

knowledge sharing as needed or time allows. 
 

✓ Project Team 

✓ LMS System 
Administrator 

✓ Content Design Staff 

✓ Tra ining Staff 
✓ Early Adopters 
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How Blackboard wins over traditional corporate LMSs   
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Taborda offers Human  Resources as a Service for California   
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Blackboard & Accessibility 

 
Blackboard is committed to ensuring that our 
products are usable and accessible to users of 
all abilities. Blackboard refers to resources such 
as the Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) and 
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 
2.0, leverages third-party experts, supports a 

monthly accessibility meet-up, and participates 
in industry conferences like CSUN to ensure 

that our products are developed in alignment 
with industry and community standards. 
Blackboard has a dedicated Accessibility 
Product Manager who maintains an 

Accessibility Roadmap for our products, as well 
as a dedicated Accessibility Engineer who 
participates in the development of our 
products.  Both the Accessibility Product 

Manager and Accessibility Engineer participate 
in design reviews with product teams and assist 

with verification of features as needed to 
ensure that accessibility requirements are 

properly addressed. Blackboard maintains a 
queue of accessibility issues and a quarterly 
report is produced to ensure that accessibility 
issues are addressed in a timely manner, 
especially for those issues identified by clients. 
 
Please find our VPATs located here: 

https://help.blackboard.com/search?search=VP
AT&f%5B0%5D=&f%5B1%5D 

It is important to note that Blackboard 
contracts with reputable 3rd party vendors to 

complete evaluations and reporting on our 
VPATs, so as to avoid any potential biases.    

 
Additional information about the accessibility 

of all of our products can be found here 
http://www.blackboard.com/accessibility.html 

including information regarding how we meet 

WCAG standards. 
 

 
 

Moreover, this blog from our accessibility team 
describes Blackboard’s vision of accessibility 
across the entire learning lifecycle: 
https://blog.blackboard.com/the-original-
experience-for-blackboard-learn-delivering-on-
our-vision/ 

  
Blackboard Ally is another key component to 

LMS and website accessibility.  Blackboard Ally 
is a tool designed to help make your digital 
content more accessible.  Ally performs an 
automatic analysis of LMS content, 

providing four primary functions and benefits: 
  

• Remediate:  Automatically 
generates and presents alternative 

more-accessible versions of uploaded 
content. Alternative formats include 

OCR PDFs, electronic braille, ePub, 
HTML and audio; 

• Monitor and Report Risk:  Institutional 
reporting provides insight to the 
accessibility of course content across 
the institution, helping assess risk and 
flagging problem areas; 

• Language Translation: This alternative 
format provides a machine translated 

version of the instructor’s  original into a 
total of 50 different languages, and 

supports PDF, Word, Power-point and 
HTML documents; and 

• Sustain and Educate:  Provides real time 
feedback to Instructors, prompting and 

guiding them to create more accessible 
content. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

https://help.blackboard.com/search?search=VPAT&f%5B0%5D=&f%5B1%5D
https://help.blackboard.com/search?search=VPAT&f%5B0%5D=&f%5B1%5D
http://www.blackboard.com/accessibility.html
https://blog.blackboard.com/the-original-experience-for-blackboard-learn-delivering-on-our-vision/
https://blog.blackboard.com/the-original-experience-for-blackboard-learn-delivering-on-our-vision/
https://blog.blackboard.com/the-original-experience-for-blackboard-learn-delivering-on-our-vision/
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Blackboard & Accessibility 

 
Ally is currently deployed in over 300 institutions worldwide, having to-date processed over 5.5 million 
courses and 140 million course content items. This list continues to expand due to the product’s ease 
of use, automated creation of more accessible formats  
with feedback, guidance on correcting the content, and institutional reporting. Blackboard Ally is the 
only off-the-shelf product that offers this.  Indeed, Ally has recently won several awards: 
 
USDLA Innovation Award for Excellence in Distance Learning 2018 
http://press.blackboard.com/2018-05-02-USDLA-Awards-Blackboard-Ally-with-Innovation-Award-for-
Excellence-in-Distance-Learning-in-2018 
  
WCET Outstanding Work (WOW) Award 2017 

http://wcet.wiche.edu/wow2017 
https://wcetfrontiers.org/2017/10/11/blackboard-ally-tackling-accessibility-in-higher-education/ 
https://youtu.be/I5aYz40W0zU 

 

Finally, Blackboard is proud to be the provider of any additional accessibility needs you may have.  In 
addition to the LMS accessibility information above, we also provide the following products and 

services to assist in creating the most accessible learning environment possible: 
 

• Collaborate Accessible Web Conferencing  

• eLearning Strategic Planning  

• Accessibility Strategic Planning  

• Course/Module review and Audit for Accessibility  
• Accessible Course/Module development 

• 3-week Online Accessibility Training Course  

• Licensed Accessibility Training Materials 

• Document Remediation Mentoring  
• Video Captioning Service  

  

http://press.blackboard.com/2018-05-02-USDLA-Awards-Blackboard-Ally-with-Innovation-Award-for-Excellence-in-Distance-Learning-in-2018
http://press.blackboard.com/2018-05-02-USDLA-Awards-Blackboard-Ally-with-Innovation-Award-for-Excellence-in-Distance-Learning-in-2018
http://wcet.wiche.edu/wow2017
https://wcetfrontiers.org/2017/10/11/blackboard-ally-tackling-accessibility-in-higher-education/
https://youtu.be/I5aYz40W0zU
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Common Questions 

 
Data Migration with Human Capital Management Systems 

The Blackboard Solution can integrate with your human capital management system system through a 
flat-file exchange, through a WebServices integration or through SFTP. A near real-time integration can 

be accomplished if WebServices are used, while SFTP and flat-file exchange will typically result in nightly 
synchronization of information. We can exchange up to 20 fields of information (database columns) 

between the LMS and the existing systems in production at your organization. The estimated effort 
required to create an integration platform between the human capital management system in place at 
your organization and the Blackboard Solution typically needs to be scoped in detail during the initial 
phases of the implementation project so that we ensure that we build the integration routines that you 
need in order to be successful.  If you can provide us the name of the system in place at your 
organization, we can recommend an integration method to use in your case based on the way in which 

we may have integrated with this system in the past. 
 
 

Interation/API/SSO Capabilities 

Active Directory and Single Sign-On will typically integrate with the LMS component of the Blackboard 
Solution. Blackboard supports different authentication methods to be able to easily interact with other 

third-party platforms supporting CAS, LDAP, SAML, and Shibboleth, amongst others, to make it easy for 
your users to use their current organizational credentials to log into the teaching and learning 

environment. 
 
 

Course Migration - What kind of data conversion/migration needs to be done? Do you 
have a format/template for how the data needs to be in so that it could easily be 
imported into the Blackboard solution 

Typically, Blackboard will import basic course completion and grade information into the system during 
the implementation process. A sample template showing how the data needs to be structured for 

successful migration into Blackboard has been attached to this email. The Blackboard Solution can ingest 
up to 500 entries in a .CSV at a time, making it easy to quickly migrate your records from the registration 

and student information system currently in use at your organization to the Blackboard Solution.  We 
typically begin the implementation process as soon as the Blackboard Learn component of the solution 
has been provisioned and as soon as the client is ready to begin migrating their data to the Blackboard 
Registration & Management Module. Because the Registration Module typically integrates with 
multiple system and undergoes minor customizations, the time required to move through the phases 
described in this Plan may vary. 
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